
Villarreal Law Firm, a Team Leading Personal
Injury Lawyers serving Harlingen, Announces
New Harlingen-Specific Content

The law firm is announce new content for

Harlingen residents, searching for

personal injury attorneys.

HARLINGEN, TEXAS, USA, August 31,

2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Villarreal Law Firm a team of motivated

accident lawyers working in Harlingen,

Texas, and surrounding areas in Cameron County, is proud to announce new content for

Harlingen residents. Harlingen residents are often searching for personal injury attorneys who

offer services for car accident victims, victims of trucking accidents, and even victims of slip and

falls in area restaurants and stores.personal injury lawyer Harlingen“While our law firm’s physical

While our law firm’s physical

location is in Brownsville, we

help many clients in

Harlingen Texas and nearby

communities who are

seeking legal representation

after an accident.”

Javier Villarreal

location is in Brownsville, we help many clients in

Harlingen Texas and nearby communities who are seeking

legal representation after an accident,” explained attorney

Javier Villarreal, a managing partner at the Villarreal law

firm. “If a person is in Harlingen, works in Harlingen, or has

a car accident in Harlingen, our staff is just a web click or

phone call away. We manage most of our client

relationship these days over the phone and via video, so in

many cases no face-to-face contact is even needed.”

The new content can be found at

https://jvlawfirm.net/tag/harlingen/. That content uses the WordPress “tag” for Harlingen to give

area residents as cornucopia of blog posts on Harlingen-related themes. A sample post focuses

on the cost of a personal injury lawyer in Harlingen and is entitled, “What Does a Car Accident

Lawyer in Harlingen or Brownsville Cost?,” and can be found at https://jvlawfirm.net/what-does-

a-car-accident-lawyer-in-harlingen-or-brownsville-cost/.  Persons who want more Harlingen-

specific information on how to select the best personal injury attorney for their needs can visit

https://jvlawfirm.net/harlingen/.
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Here is background on this release. The lay person may not understand their legal rights.  They

may be in a car accident, a trucking accident, or perhaps a slip and fall accident in and around

Harlingen Texas. Yes, Harlingen is a wonderful community, with wonderful businesses and

people. But accidents do happen and in some cases they may be due to negligence or other

issues. The lay person may suffer an injury, reach out to the vendor’s insurance company, and

come away dissatisfied. The insurance companies, after all, are highly motivated to discourage

people from making claims and they have professional attorneys and staff who work hard to

discourage the average person from getting satisfaction. For this reason, Harlingen residents are

well served to reach out to a personal injury lawyer for possible representation. Only a qualified

lawyer can assess the facts and the law and evaluate the best course of action. Persons who

want to learn more about personal injury legal issues can visit the firm’s page at

https://jvlawfirm.net/practice-areas/personal-injury/ or reach out for a no obligation, confidential

consultation with a personal injury lawyer.

ABOUT THE VILLARREAL LAW FIRM

The law firm of Javier Villarreal offers a team of attorneys, considered among the best personal

injury attorneys near Harlingen, Texas, and surrounding cities in Cameron County. Whether a

person is looking for an auto or car accident attorney, a lawyer with broad experience in trucking

accidents and litigation (including 18 wheelers), or a lawyer for injuries that resulted from a

motorcycle, boating, or other forms of accidents (including slip and fall), the Villarreal team of

attorneys can help. The attorneys fight for client rights throughout Cameron County – and are

known as the top personal injury lawyers in Brownsville and Harlingen, from Los Fresnos to San

Benito, and in all of South Padre Island.
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